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Country Serbia
Phone + 381 11 3077 570
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zorica.rakic@madlenianum.rs 

No of halls 

6
NAJVEĆA SALA 

504
Location
14,7 km away from Airport Nikola Tesla
6,7 km away from Knez Mihailova 
Street
9,8 km away from Bus and Train 
Station
In the immediate vicinity of Danube 
bank

Surrounding
City

Facilities
WiFi
Open parking lot
Business center
Exhibition space

About us
Madlenianum is unique compound of art, high technologies and sophisticated interior. 
The light of the stage, artistic picture and sculpture, luxury crystal sparkle, will make 
your event unforgettable. 

Your choice create a picture of your uniqueness and sophisticate of taste.
Opera and Theatre Madlenianum was founded in 1998, as the first private opera in this 
part of Europe.

Satisfying high standards in the organizations of business events, with multipurpose 
functional spaces and modern audio and video technical equipment, Madlenianum has 
a possibility to support business events with creative programs and complete them 
with an artistic happening, following contemporary trends of cultural tourism and 
organization of business gatherings.
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U 
SHAPE

T 
SHAPE CLASSROOM BOARDROOM SQUARE THEATER CABARET BANQUET COCKTAIL TOTAL 

m2 W x L x H

Large Hall - - - - - 504 - - - 700 -

Foyer - - - - - - - 200 400 458 -

Bel Etage 50 - 100 - - 150 - 200 350 390 -

Studio Hall - - 80 - - 150 - - - 187 -

Sifnios Hall 30 30 30 30 40 60 - - 90 94 -

* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Conference capacities
Opera & Theatre Madlenianum has several halls which are suitable for organization 
different types of event.

The Large Hall is characterized by an exceptional functionality and style. For the 
requirements of organization of international conventions in the Large Hall there have 
been installed fittings for connection of IC system for simultaneous translation. The 
hall is also equipped with a sub-titling system for the requirements of a display 
translation.

Foyer is appropriate for organizing of smaller concerts, presentations, exhibitions, 
cocktails, fashion shows and other manifestations of open or experimental forms, and, 
together with access square, provides good conditions for an exclusive representation 
of companies of individuals.

Bel Etage is very attractive multipurpose stage. It is equipped with a system for 
reception and broadcast of TV programs, so that this space enables live broadcast and 
transmission of press conferences, parties, fashion shows and similar. Bel Etage space 
is also provided with installations for simultaneous translations, along with an audio 
system that support musical-stage and multimedia programs. This place is suitable for 
organization of seminars, congresses, fashion shows, etc.

Small Scene has the separate entrance from Pjaceta. This place is suitable for 
educational programs, round table meeting and work of parallel session. Within Small 
Scene, there are two halls – Studio and Sifnios Hall.

The stage lighting system and a portable audio system support realization of smaller 
musical stage program, as well as TV recordings for theatre, film or commercials and 
for reproduction of theatre effects for the need of multimedia presentations. In the 
Studio Hall there has been installed a system for receiving and broadcasting TV 
programs.



Technical equipment
Projector
Projection canvas
Microphone
Laptop
Stage
Black out system
TV (Plasma/LCD)
DVD/CD player
DJ mixer
Air condition
Rostrum
Sound System
Laser pointer
Stage with rotation
Monitoring
Video mixer

Location
Opera & Theatre Madlenianum is located in the center of Zemun, 14,7 km away from 
Airport Nikola Tesla and 6,7 km away from Knez Mihailova Street. Also, Madlenianum 
is 9,8 km away from Bus and Train Station. Madlenianum is located and in the 
immediate vicinity of Danube bank with a lot of famous restaurants.

GPS coordinates
20.410909 (Dužine / Longitude)

44.845597 (Širine / Latitude)

Satusfied clinets
Zepter International
Telenor
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Serbia
Belgrade Chamber of Commerce
VIP Mobile
Samsung
Avon
MTV Serbia
Google
IBM
Alpha banka
Nordeus
Oriflame



Boehringer Ingelheim
Coca Cola
Robert Bosch
Grand Casino
Idea
ITM
Knauf
Novartis
Astra Zeneca
Roche
Sanofi Aventis


